
Many investment advisors and money managers have a little secret. They will proudly tell you that
they rely heavily on fundamental analysis, carefully weighing earnings, market share, competitive
environment and demographic trends to select the best stocks for their clients. What they do not
tell you is that they check their stock charts before they make any moves.

Why? Because technical analysis of the market ? using charts ? still is the best way to know
whether their other analyses are validated in the real world.

Let?s say a company creates a new product that they project will sell millions of units at a
handsome margin. They even get favorable reviews by critics at their industry trade show.
Investors armed with this intelligence buy up all the shares they can ? then watch them drop
sharply in value.

How can that be?

What those investors did not know was that the stock was already up 50% on the year, and that
sellers were starting to trade with more urgency. So even though the company is sound and will
make a lot of money, the stock?s value already reflected that knowledge.

That information is in the charts.

Technical analysis gets a bad rap in the investment world. Don?t blame the analysis. Blame the
practitioners. Even I, as a 30-year veteran in the discipline, cringe when I hear a TV interview with
a technician forecasting the market because two lines on a chart crossed each other.

The stock does not move because the lines crossed. The lines crossed because the stock is telling
us something. And it is telling us whether the odds for buying or for selling are better.

That?s it. It does not tell us exactly what will happen, but it does give us a good idea of what we
should do.

There?s plenty of jargon and high-level math for the experts to ponder, but I?d like to take you
through a few simple aspects of technical analysis that any investor can use. Once you?re armed
with this, you?ll be well on your way toward assembling a winning portfolio.

What Is Technical Analysis?

There are several popular definitions, but I boil it down to this: Technical analysis is just the study
of data generated from the market and from the actions of people in the market.

Such data include price levels that served as turning points in the past, the number of shares of
stock bought and sold each day (volume), and how fast price movements occur (momentum) over
a given period of time.

Let?s say that a stock price of $50 brought out the sellers on one or two occasions in the past. This
price level is now called ?resistance? (more on this later) because it tends to resist price advances
over time. Why? Likely because that level is considered expensive, and therefore when the stock
gets near that price, investors step up their selling activities, increasing the supply of stock relative



to the demand. Economics 101 suggests the stock will stop going up and may actually start to
decline.

Technical analysis, or charting, also attempts to measure how investors feel about the market at
any given time. This is important because when everyone thinks the same way, the market tends to
do the opposite.

It?s the fear-and-greed pendulum. When everyone is convinced the market is going to keep
moving higher, as it did at the peak of the housing bubble or the peak of the bitcoin bubble, then
theoretically everyone has already bought. There is nobody left to buy, so any negative news,
either actual or perceived, will cause a stampede to the exits.

Remember back in March 2009 at the end of the bear market? Investor sentiment was as negative
as it ever was ? and in hindsight, it was one of the best buying opportunities in history.

Technical analysis presents the opinion of the market itself through the unchangeable facts of stock
price and volume movements.

How It Works

The basic idea is that the collective actions of all market players leave clues in the charts for us to
find. Let?s say that after a nice run-up, both bulls and bears become a bit more uncertain. Bulls
tend to take their profits a bit earlier, and bears don?t press their short positions (bets against
stocks) ? essentially the same thing in reverse.

On the charts, we see lower price highs and higher price lows. They form a shrinking trading range
that looks like a triangle. In fact, that?s what this pattern is called.

Whenever such a pattern forms in a stock, we know that stock is resting before making a move.
Whether that move is to march higher or head lower is yet to be determined. However, most of the
time, when price action breaks out of the shrinking trading range, it tends to continue in that
direction for a while.

The triangle pattern does not forecast what will happen. However, when the market breaks out
from the pattern, we get a good idea what we should do about it.
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But even when a stock breaks out from a pattern, chartists do not know for sure that the stock will
go up, and they do not know how long it might take. They simply know that the probability of
making money by owning the stock is good.

If they are wrong? A failed breakout is possible, but the beauty of the pattern is that it tells us when
we are wrong sooner, rather than later, to minimize losses.

There is an old joke where a fundamental analyst and a technical analyst are eating dinner
together and someone knocks a knife off the table. It lands firmly in the fundamental analyst?s
shoe.

The technician asks, ?Why didn?t you move your foot??

The fundamentalist replies, ?I thought it would go back up.?

The knife falling is the same as a downside breakout from a triangle. When that happens, it is best
to get out of the way.

How to Use It

You can get as complex as you want, but most investors can benefit from knowing just a few things
about the market or the stock they want to buy.

1. Is the trend rising or falling?
2. What support and resistance levels are nearby?
3. For a stock, how does it look compared to its sector and to the market as a whole?

A trend is simply a directional move over time. If prices on the chart seem to move from the lower
left corner to the upper right corner, then the trend is rising. (And if it moves from the upper left to
the lower right, the trend is falling.)

We can measure how powerful the trend is with momentum and many other indicators. But the
bottom line is that a stock or a market making higher highs and higher lows over time is in a rising
trend.
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As in physics, a body in motion tends to stay in motion unless acted upon by an outside force.
Some of these forces come from within the market, such as waning performance or lack of interest
(shown by falling volume). There also are price levels.

Support is a price level at which a stock or market tends to stop falling. Resistance is a price level
at which it tends to stop rising. Support often represents a cheap price, while resistance often
represents an expensive price.

If a stock you want to buy is approaching a price at which sellers got active in the past (resistance),
you might want to reconsider that purchase. But if your stock just pushed through that resistance
level, you know the market?s psyche may have changed and what was once considered to be
expensive may now be considered cheap.

There?s also ?relative strength analysis,? which is a comparison to peers, sectors and the broader
market. Even during a bull market, some stocks perform better than others. So you may, for
instance, not want to load up on lagging areas of the market no matter what the fundamentals
might say.

Fundamentals and Technicals Are Partners

While they seem to be at odds, fundamental analysis and technical analysis can complement each
other, even if they have different conclusions about the same stock. For example, a stock may be
overvalued based on the fundamentals, but if it has a strong chart, it may have more room to run
before value players really start to sell. Conversely, a stock may seem fundamentally cheap, but
chartists are selling it because it is in a strong declining trend.

That?s not a problem with either method. It?s just that sometimes, the charts see things that don?t
yet show up in the fundamentals.

And sometimes non-company-specific news overshadows the fundamentals. For example, a
company might issue strong earnings guidance, but that same day, a peer might also release bad
news that sends the entire sector lower.

When the fundamentals and technicals agree, investors can buy or sell with confidence. But even
when they do not agree, simply being aware of risks from the other side will allow investors to
make better decisions.


